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Just as significantly, if not more so for the purposes of this specific study, is Kissel’s reticence
to compare how the role of religion in the development of the Old Northwest compares to the
South and Northeast. Given that the book remains among the first to take religion seriously as a
formative influence in the development of the Midwest, it is understandable for Kissel to down-
play the importance of comparison. However, this monograph is not alone in taking up the ques-
tion of the relationship between region and religion in recent years. Sam Haselby argued in his
2015 monograph, The Origins of American Religious Nationalism, that the story of religious
growth in the early United States was primarily geographic rather than denominational and is
best understood as a contest between frontier revivalists of the West and national evangelists
of the Northeast. Kissel’s work could have similarly helped historians crystalize how a greater
attention to region and regionality should shape analyses of nineteenth-century religion more
broadly, beyond the confines of specific territories. Not reaching for this larger significance or
putting his work into conversation with these related studies seems like a missed opportunity,
if one that perhaps went beyond Kissel’s clearly defined and compellingly executed purpose.
Hopefully, future scholars will be inspired to extend the analysis.

K. Elise Leal
Whitworth University
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The Saints and the State: The Mormon Troubles in Illinois, by James Simeone,
Athens: Ohio University Press, 2021, Pp. 420, $49.95 (hbk), ISBN 9780821424469

In 1839, the people of Quincy, Illinois, welcomed a group of religious refugees: Joseph Smith and
his Latter-Day Saints. Despite this initial warm welcome, Smith would be killed by a mob in 1844,
and the rest of the community driven out of Illinois within the next two years. At the heart of James
Simeone’s The Saints and the State: The Mormon Troubles in Illinois is the question of how this hap-
pened in a land that claimed religious freedom to be a founding principle. As a political scientist,
Simeone argues that theMormon troubles were not exclusively about religion. Rather, the violence
was fueled by conflicting visions of power and legitimacy in an emerging democracy.

In political science, as in history, there is no opportunity to engage in real-time experiments
that would help us better understand how democracies work. The past, however, can be
instructive for understanding how emerging democracies develop and function. The
Mormon troubles in Illinois, in Simeone’s telling, is an opportunity to explore how emerging
democracies deal with competing societal cultures and the protection of minorities when
the state’s power is still quite weak. In the emerging democracy of Illinois in the 1840s, the
informal state had more tools at its disposal than the formal state. When officeholders, for
example, were deemed illegitimate at the local level, vigilantism could use the language of
law and order to justify returning power to those they deemed worthy, even as the governor
refused to raise a militia and deferred to the county government to keep the peace.

While religion was the defining feature of the Mormons’ particularism, Simeone argues that
the dispute was not theological, but instead political. The opening chapter draws a complex
picture of a society that was defining itself and the internal conflicts that mattered most.
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The reader is introduced to the “old settlers,” who created a societal culture that valued the
“worthy” independent producer. In succeeding chapters, as Smith’s power in Nauvoo solidified
and the Mormons came to be considered a particularist group that voted and consolidated
power in the interests of their community at the expense of their neighbors, Simeone
argues that the old settlers of Hancock County considered the Saints a threat to their indivi-
dualist societal culture and utilized their own informal state when the governor would not
use state resources to check them.

The greatest strength of this book is Simeone’s encyclopedic knowledge of the political land-
scape of Illinois in the 1830s–1840s. Set against the backdrop of the larger national political story
of Jacksonian America, Simeone’s detailing of the political machinations at the state and local
level demonstrates a depth of research in the state archives that brings to life those engaged
in debates over the freedom of the press, town charters, religious tolerance, and abolition. Gov-
ernor Thomas Ford, Stephen A. Douglas, Thomas Sharp, and many other minor characters in this
drama appear with nuanced analysis. Even as Simeone connects Illinois state politics to national
issues, he makes clear that each political party shaped their platforms in accordance with local
concerns in recognition of how much power really rested at the local level in the young state.

For all of its analytical punch, the narrative arc of The Saints and the State can be a bit daunting
for readers unfamiliar with the Mormon troubles in Missouri and Illinois. With a thematic struc-
ture focused on highlighting different aspects of the competing societal cultures that created
tensions, events are describedmultiple times throughout the text, and not always in chronologi-
cal order. While this approach is often effective in demonstrating how the actions or statements
of one character had competing meanings and uses for the multiple groups involved, it can give
the less-informed reader a bit of whiplash as the narrative jumps from 1839 to 1844 and back
again. It is also important to note that Simeone considers this a story of “institutional breakdown
and concomitant group polarization, not religious intolerance” (p. 268). Put another way,
Simeone is not attempting to write a history of religion. Thus, his engagement with the
current historiography concerning Mormon religious history is limited. While there has been a
lot of recent work on the history of Nauvoo and the early Mormon religion, the chapter on
“Joseph Smith and the New Politics of Belief” draws largely from older biographies of the
prophet and tends to sketch him as something of a conman.

James Simeone’s The Saints and the State offers a thought-provoking analysis of state for-
mation in the antebellum United States. While the analysis of Mormonism is limited, this text
offers an incredibly rich depiction of those who considered the Latter-Day Saints a threat and
how they utilized power in the emerging democracy of antebellum Illinois.

Lily Santoro
Southeast Missouri State University
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In the True Blue’s Wake: Slavery and Freedom among the Families of Smithfield
Plantation, by Daniel B. Thorp, Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2022,
Pp. 206, $32.50 (hbk), ISBN 9780813947235

Working from the clues left in an 1843 estate inventory compiled following the death of a pro-

minent slaveholder, Daniel Thorp’s In the True Blue’s Wake marshals an array of local and
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